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(57) ABSTRACT 

A disposable injector With a housing (10) in Which are 
arranged at least one mechanical spring energy store (50), at 
least one cylinder-piston unit that can be ?lled at least tem 
porarily With an active substance, at least one piston actuation 
plunger (60) and at least one triggering unit (80). The spring 
energy store comprises at least one pre-loaded spring ele 
ment. The spring-loaded piston actuation plunger has at least 
one traction rod (61) Which can be moved transversely, at 
least in certain regions, and by means of a supporting portion 
supports the tensioned spring energy store on at least one 
resting surface (37) of the housing. An actuatable triggering 
slide device (82) unlocks the disposable injector and releases 
the supporting portion to alloW it to move aWay from the 
resting surface. 

14 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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DISPOSABLE INJECTOR COMPRISING AT 
LEAST ONE DRAW HOOK AND A SLIDING 
WEDGE-TYPE GEAR FOR UNLOCKING A 

LOCKING ELEMENT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

This is a continuation-in-part application of pending inter 
national application PCT/EP 2008/002391 ?led Mar. 27, 
2008 and claiming the priority of GermanApplication No. 10 
2007 018 868.6 ?led Apr. 19, 2007. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to a disposable injector With a hous 
ing in Which or on Which are arranged, in each case at least in 

some areas, at least one mechanical spring energy reservoir, at 
least one cylinder/piston unit that can be ?lled at least tem 
porarily With active substance, at least one piston-actuating 
ram and at least one trigger unit, in Which the spring energy 
reservoir comprises at least one pretensioned spring element, 
in Which at least part of the piston-actuating ram is positioned 
betWeen the spring energy reservoir and the piston of the 
cylinder/piston unit, and in Which the spring-loaded piston 
actuating ram has at least one tension bar Which is trans 
versely movable at least in some areas and Which, by means of 
a support portion, supports the tensioned spring energy res 
ervoir on at least one bearing surface of the housing. 
DE 36 44 984 A1 discloses an automatic injection device 

Which is equipped With an injection needle and in Which the 
injection needle is driven out by means of a mechanical spring 
reservoir and, at the same time, the injectable substance 
stored in the device is discharged. The spring element preten 
sioned in the spring reservoir is held in the housing of the 
injection device in the above-described manner. HoWever, the 
tension bar is secured by means of a button-shaped catch 
element that is to be removed separately counter to the trig 
gering direction. 

The object of present invention is providing a disposable 
injector of modular design Which, With a small overall siZe, 
comprises only a small number of components and, While 
being easy to handle, ensures safe storage and reliable opera 
tion. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to a disposable injector With a hous 
ing (10) in Which are arranged at least one mechanical spring 
energy store (50), at least one cylinder-piston unit that can be 
?lled at least temporarily With an active sub stance, at least one 
piston actuation plunger (60) and at least one triggering unit 
(80). The spring energy store comprises at least one pre 
loaded spring element. The spring-loaded piston actuation 
plunger has at least one traction rod (61) Which can be moved 
transversely, at least in certain regions, and by means of a 
supporting portion supports the tensioned spring energy store 
on at least one resting surface (37) of the housing. An actu 
atable triggering slide device (82) unlocks the disposable 
injector and releases the supporting portion to alloW it to 
move aWay from the resting surface. 

For this purpose, the trigger unit has at least one trigger 
slide, at least one trigger lever bearing on the housing, and a 
catch element that holds the tension bar in the locked position. 
The trigger lever or trigger levers can be displaced by a sliding 
movement or pivoting movement of the trigger slide in such a 
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2 
Way that the catch element releases the tension bar and slides 
the support portion from the bearing surface. 

With the invention, a needleless disposable injector is 
made available Whose piston-actuating ram or parts thereof, 
upon triggering of the disposable injector, executes a move 
ment that is oriented transversely With respect to the longitu 
dinal direction and/or transversely With respect to the centre 
line of the disposable injector. For pretensioning and holding 
the spring energy reservoir, one or more parts of the piston 
actuating ram bear With at least one enclosure or a hook on the 

housing or on a structural part arranged on the housing. To 
trigger the disposable injector, the enclosures or books, after 
automatic safety release, are pushed doWn from their bearing 
surface on the housing, such that the piston-actuating ram, 
under the effect of the spring energy reservoir, can move at 
least approximately parallel to the centre line of the dispos 
able injector. 
The longitudinal movement of the triggering component 

derived from a press-button can also take place by means of a 
rotation movement relative to the injector housing. For this 
purpose, the triggering component is mounted in the injector 
housing by Way of a screW thread. The screW thread and this 
component have a centre line that is congruent With the centre 
line of the injector housing. By means of a suitable rotation 
movement, the triggering component is moved into the inj ec 
tor housing. This results in the longitudinal movement nec 
essary for the safety release and triggering. 
The movement required for the safety release and trigger 

ing can also be a pure pivoting movement. For this purpose, a 
cam or eccentric structure can be formed integrally on the 

inside Wall of the triggering component and, by means of the 
pivoting or rotation of the triggering component, moves cer 
tain elements, eg trigger levers of the trigger unit. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Further details of the invention Will become clear from the 
folloWing illustrative embodiments represented schemati 
cally in the draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 shoWs a disposable injector With a tension bar; 
FIG. 2 shoWs the same as FIG. 1, but released and actuated; 
FIG. 3 shoWs the same as FIG. 2, but after the medicament 

has been expelled; 
FIG. 4 shoWs a disposable injector With an eccentric ten 

sion bar; 
FIG. 5 shoWs the same as FIG. 4, but released and actuated; 
FIG. 6 shoWs the same as FIG. 5, but after the medicament 

has been expelled; 
FIG. 7 shoWs a disposable injector With separate trigger 

levers; 
FIG. 8 shoWs the same as FIG. 7, but after the catch element 

has been released; 
FIG. 9 shoWs the same as FIG. 8, but actuated; 
FIG. 10 shoWs the same as FIG. 9, but after the medicament 

has been expelled; 
FIG. 11 shoWs a separate ring With trigger levers formed 

integrally thereon; 
FIG. 12 shoWs a disposable injector With trigger levers 

formed integrally on the housing; 
FIG. 13 shoWs the same as FIG. 12, but after the catch 

element has been released; 
FIG. 14 shoWs the same as FIG. 13, but actuated; 
FIG. 15 shoWs the same as FIG. 14, but after the medica 

ment has been expelled; 
FIG. 16 shoWs a perspective vieW of the housing Without 

safety cap, support sleeve and cylinder/piston unit; 
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FIG. 17 shows a cross section of the housing in the trigger 

area; 
FIG. 18 shoWs a detail from FIG. 12. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PARTICULAR EMBODIMENTS 

FIGS. 1 to 3 shoW the simpli?ed principle of a disposable 
injector With a permanently charged spring energy reservoir. 
The disposable injector comprises a housing (10), a for 
example ?lled cylinder/piston unit (100), a piston-actuating 
ram (60) With a tension bar (61), and a helical compression 
spring (50) as spring reservoir. The tensionbar (61) comprises 
multiply slit tension hooks (62). In addition, a trigger unit 
(80), in Which a trigger element (82) and a safety cap (90) are 
arranged, sits on the housing (10). 

The housing is a pot-shaped holloW body open at the top 
and bottom and With an intermediate base (32). The interme 
diate base (32) has, for example, a central opening (34) 
through Which, according to FIG. 1, the tension hooks (62) is 
engaged. The individual tension hooks (62) lie With their 
support portions (65) on the bearing surface (37) of the hous 
ing (10). 

The piston-actuating ram (60) is divided into three areas. 
The loWer area is the piston slide (76). Its diameter is slightly 
smaller than the internal diameter of the cylinder (101) of the 
cylinder/piston unit (100). The loWer end face of the piston 
slide (76) acts directly on the piston (111). 
The middle area is the ram plate (73). The ram plate (73) is 

a ?at and in at least some areas cylindrical disc Whose external 
diameter is a feW tenths of a millimeter smaller than the 
internal diameter of the housing (10) in the jacket area (31). 

The upper area is the tension bar (61) consisting, for 
example, of tWo elastic tensions hooks (62) lying opposite 
each other. Both tension hooks (62) lie back to back and seek 
to force themselves apart in the manner of a leaf spring, such 
that they bear on the edge (36) of the opening (34) With 
pretensioning, for example. Their spring direction is symbol 
iZed by a helical compression spring (64) lying transversely 
betWeen them as an alternative. 

Of course, such a helical compression spring (64) can also 
really be used if, for example, the tension hooks (62) are 
articulated on the ram plate (73) by means of pivot hinges. 
The pivot axes of these pivot hinges Would then lie transverse 
to the centre line (5) of the housing and perpendicular to the 
plane of the draWing according to FIGS. 1 to 3. 

The cylinder/piston unit (100) is secured in the loWer part 
of the housing (10). The cylinder/piston unit (100) here con 
sists of a cylinder (101) Which is ?lled With an injection 
solution (1) and in Which a piston (111) lies in the rear posi 
tion. Above the piston (111), the piston-actuating ram (60) is 
arranged in the housing (10) in such a Way that, for example, 
although not touching the piston, it is laterally guided With its 
loWer end in the upper area of the cylinder (101). 

The helical compression spring (50) sits pretensioned 
betWeen the ram plate (73) and the intermediate base (32) of 
the housing (10). 

The trigger unit (80), With a trigger slide (82), several 
trigger levers (16) and a catch element (95), sits in the upper 
area of the housing (10), under a safety cap (90). 

The catch element (95) is a plate-shaped rotary part With a 
central catchpin (98). The catch element (95) has an edge (96) 
that extends in the same direction as the catch pin (98). The 
edge (96) has a frustoconical outer Wall (97) Whose theoreti 
cal peak lies in front of the central catch pin. The peak angle 
of the outer Wall (97) lies betWeen 25 and 100 angle degrees. 
Of course, in the case of tWo or four tension hooks (62), the 
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4 
catch element can also be a square or polygonal plate Whose 
outer Wall has the shape of a truncated pyramid. In this case, 
the catch pin (98) also has a rectangular cross section. 

According to FIG. 1 (see also FIG. 2), the catch element 
(95) bears on the tension hook (62), With the catch pin (98) 
being securely clamped in the upper area of the slit (69) 
located betWeen the tension hooks (62). The catch pin (98) 
here has a rectangular cross section, for example. It blocks the 
tension hooks (62) mechanically in their locked position. 
The trigger levers (16) arranged in the trigger area bear 

With their upper contact Zones (18) on the opposite areas of 
the outer Wall (97) of the catch element (95). If appropriate, 
the loWer contact Zones (19) of the trigger levers (16) at the 
same time touch the upper outer contour (66) of the tension 
hooks (62). Moreover, the pot-shaped trigger slide (82) bears 
on the trigger levers (16) mounted on the intermediate base. 
The trigger slide (82) is initially locked With a form ?t in the 
area of the upper edge of the housing (10). It bears With an 
inner edge (83) on the respective outer contour (17) of the 
individual trigger levers (16). 

If appropriate, the trigger levers (16) can be secured on a 
ring-shaped component (20), see FIG. 7. This component 
(20) then lies for example on the intermediate base (32). The 
trigger levers (16) protrude upWards from it. The portions of 
the ring-shaped component (20) that are located betWeen tWo 
respective trigger levers can serve, inter alia, as torsion spring. 
The outer contour (17) and the contact Zones (18, 19) have 

in general a spherical curvature. HoWever, surfaces (17-19) 
are also conceivable that have a ?at or plane con?guration at 
least in some areas. 

The trigger slide (82), Which is mounted on the upper end 
of the housing (10) in such a Way as to be initially locked and 
longitudinally displaceable, bears in a sliding manner on the 
for example cylindrical inner surface of the trigger area of the 
housing (10). 

To release the disposable injector, the safety cap (90), see 
FIG. 1, is removed from the housing (10). The disposable 
injector is then placed on the injection site. To trigger it, a 
?nger of the hand holding the disposable injector is used to 
press the trigger slide (82), like a press-button, linearly into 
the housing (10). The inner edge (83) of the trigger slide (82) 
presses the trigger levers (16) With the upper contact Zone 
(18) against the outer Wall (97) of the catch element (95) via 
their outer contour. The catch element (95) is pressed 
upWards, as a result of Which the catch pin (98) springs from 
the slit (69), counter to the direction of movement of the 
trigger slide (82). At the same time, or also slightly later, the 
loWer contact Zone (19) comes to rest on the outer contour 
(66) of the tension hooks (62). By means of the increasing 
pivoting of the trigger levers (16), under the thrust of the 
trigger slide (82), the support portions (65) of the tension 
hooks (62) are bent toWards the centre line (5) counter to the 
action of the spring element (64). As a result, the support 
portion (65), under the effect of the helical compression 
spring (50), slips through the opening (34) into the interior 
(11) of the housing (10). In this process, the cylinder/piston 
unit (100) is emptied, see FIG. 3. 
As soon as the for example elastically deformed tension 

hooks (62) as parts of the piston-actuating ram (60) have 
reached the interior (11) of the housing (10), they spring aWay 
from one another again, for example. 
The nature of the triggering operation is not restricted to the 

variant described here. Instead of the longitudinally displace 
able trigger slide (82), it is possible, for example, to use an 
eccentric gear, a screW gear or another lever gear. 

FIGS. 4 to 6 shoW the design plans of a disposable injector 
that has an eccentric hook-shaped tension bar (62). The latter 
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passes through an eccentric opening (34) of the base (32). The 
tension bar (62) lies With its support portion (65) on the 
bearing surface (37). A trigger lever (16) extends upwards 
from the base (32). 

The cap-shaped trigger element (82) sits longitudinally 
displaceably on the housing (10). The trigger element (82) 
has a conical, frustoconical or pyramidal area (84) and addi 
tionally carries in its interior a trigger Wedge (86). Its Wall has 
a recess (89) in Which, according to FIG. 4, a for example 
mushroom-shaped safety element (90) is optionally arranged. 
The safety element (90) rests on the bearing surface (37). 

BetWeen the tension bar (62) and the trigger lever (16), a 
catch element (95) is located in the trigger unit (80). It bears 
at the left-hand side on the trigger Wedge (86) and at the 
right-hand side on the upper contact Zone (18) of the trigger 
lever (16). At the same time, a part of the catch element (95) 
sits in the recess (34), blocking the tension bar (62). 

To release the disposable injector, the safety element (90) is 
?rst of all pulled out of the trigger element (82). The dispos 
able injector is then triggered by pressing the trigger element 
(82) doWn in the manner of a press-button. The trigger ele 
ment (82) slides along the outer Wall of the housing (10). In 
doing so, the area (84) ?rst contacts the trigger lever (16) and 
presses the latter via the contact Zone (16) against the catch 
element (95). The latter de?ects upWards and frees the recess 
(34). The trigger Wedge (86) then rests on the support portion 
(65) of the tension bar (62) and pushes it into the recesses 
(34), see FIG. 5. The piston-actuating ram (60) released in this 
Way shoots doWnWards and in doing so empties the cylinder/ 
piston unit (100). 

In this principle, and in the other principles shoWn here, the 
piston-actuating ram (60) can have a separate piston slide 
(76). For this purpose, it is then guided on the inside Wall of 
the housing (10) and/ or is mounted on the ram plate (73) by a 
hinge (77), see FIG. 6. 

It is also possible to form the piston slide (76) as piston rod 
integrally on the piston (111) and thus to guide the piston rod 
only by the piston (111) and/ or by contact, in some areas for 
example, on the inside Wall of the cylinder (101). Of course, 
the piston slide (76) and the piston rod can share the space 
betWeen the ram plate (73) and the piston (111) in any desired 
Way. 

FIGS. 7 to 11 shoW an embodiment of the principle 
described in FIGS. 1 to 3. Here, the supporting component is 
the housing (10). It has a substantially tubular shape and is 
divided into three functional areas (21, 31, 41). According to 
FIG. 7, the upper area is the trigger area (21). This is adjoined 
by the jacket area (31). An intermediate base (32) is arranged 
betWeen the tWo areas and also protrudes slightly radially 
beyond the jacket area (31). The intermediate base (32) has a 
central recess (34), the diameter of Which Widens slightly, for 
example toWards the bottom. 

In the trigger area (21) of the housing (10), a dimensionally 
rigid, for example metal, apertured disc is located on the 
intermediate base (32), and in this case it is for example 
countersunk around the bore (34). It is adhesively bonded or 
injection-moulded therein. The apertured disc (39) protects 
the intermediate base (32) from pressures and/or other defor 
mations. It also prevents sticking of the components (32) and 
(65) that are otherWise in contact there. 
The ?xing area (41) for receiving the insertable cylinder/ 

piston unit (100) is arranged beloW the jacket area (31). The 
unslotted ?xing area (41) is part of a bayonet catch. For this 
purpose, tWo or more angled channels (42) are arranged on its 
inner Wall. The channels (42) lead vertically upWards from 
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6 
the loWer end face (12) of the housing and, after a length of a 
feW millimeters, each merge into a short horiZontal channel 
portion. 

In the ?xing area (41), the cylinder (101) is ?tted and ?xed 
via tWo or more bayonet pins (44). If appropriate, one or more 
locking elements, that prevent detachment of the bayonet 
catch, i.e. removal of the cylinder (101), are located in the 
horiZontal channel portion or on at least some of the bayonet 
pins (44). 
The cylinder (101) is a thick-Walled pot, for example. The 

rodless piston (111) sits in the for example cylindrical bore of 
the cylinder (101). At its front end face, of at least approxi 
mately conical con?guration, the piston (111) has an axial 
annular groove (112) for receiving a sealing ring (114) or a 
permanently elastic sealing compound. A for example cylin 
drical metal plate (116) is let into the rear end face of the 
piston (111). 
A short cylindrical, noZZle-like bore (106) is located at the 

centre of the bore of the cylinder (101), Whose cylinder base 
is adapted at least approximately to the contour of the front 
end face of the piston. The diameter of the bore (106) is 
approximately 0.1 to 0.5 millimeter. This bore (106) is one to 
?ve times as long as its diameter. It ends in a cylindrical recess 
(107) of the outer end face (103) at the bottom of the cylinder 
(101). 
The spring energy reservoir (50) or the drive unit of the 

disposable injector is arranged betWeen the piston (111) and 
the trigger area (21). The spring energy reservoir (50) is a 
helical compression spring arranged on a piston-actuating 
ram (60) With four tension hooks (62). By means of the 
support portions (65) of the tension hooks (62), the helical 
compression spring (50) sits tensioned in the housing (10). It 
is supported betWeen the inside face of the intermediate base 
(32) and an upper end face of the piston-actuating ram (60). 
The piston-actuating ram (60) is divided into three areas. 

The loWer area is the piston slide (76), the middle area is the 
ram plate (73) bearing the spring element (50), and the upper 
area is a for example cylindrical portion (75) adjoined by the 
bundle of for example four tension hooks (62). In the jacket 
area (31) of the housing (10), the portion (75) and the bundle 
of tension hooks (62) have at least approximately a cylindri 
cal envelope surface (63), i.e. their outer Walls have the cur 
vature of a cylinder jacket area. The diameter of the envelope 
surface (63) is smaller than the smallest diameter of the spring 
element (50). 
As envelope surface, the support portion (65) here has in 

some areas a frustoconical jacket and in some areas a cylinder. 
Both areas are the same length, for example. 
The inner Walls of the tension hooks (62) are parts of an 

envelope surface (68) having the shape of a frustoconical 
jacket. This envelope surface (68) encloses the frustoconical 
jacket-shaped holloW space (67) located betWeen the tension 
hooks. The cross sections of the holloW space (67) increase 
the further they are from the portion (75). The radial slits (69) 
lying betWeen adjacent tension hooks (62) increase in siZe 
toWards the top, according to FIG. 7, to approximately three 
times the Width. 

The ram plate (73) according to FIG. 7 has, for example, 
tWo grooves (74) lying opposite each other. 
The tension hooks (62) ?t With their support portions (65) 

in the trigger area (21). The support portions (65) lie secured 
on the intermediate base (32). 

In the trigger area (21), a trigger slide (82) sits as part of a 
trigger unit (80) in its upper position under a safety cap (90). 
The trigger slide (82) is a pot-shaped body Whose front area 
Widens in a funnel shape. The cone angle of this area mea 
sures, for example, 90 angle degrees. The inner Wall of the 
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funnel-shaped area serves as a slide surface (84), Which ends 
at a so-called inner edge (83). There, the slide surface (84) 
merges into an at least approximately cylindrical area. The 
siZe of the hollow space of the cylindrical area is chosen such 
that the catch element (95) ?ts in it in any desired position and 
in each trigger position of the trigger slide (82). 

The trigger slide (82) lies With its slide surface (84) on a 
group of eight trigger levers (16). The trigger levers (16) are 
formed integrally on a ring (20), see FIG. 11. The ring (20) 
lies loosely on the intermediate base (32), according to FIG. 
7. If appropriate, it can also be clamped securely and/or 
locked on the housing (10). The ring (20) is at least supported 
on the at least approximately cylindrical inner Wall of the 
trigger area (21). 

Here, the individual trigger levers (16) are narroW, for 
example hexagonal plates, Which are arranged on the ring 
(20) via a foot (25). The trigger levers (16) have a tWo-part 
outer contour (17). According to FIG. 7, the upper part (27) 
lies on the slide surface (84). The loWer part (28) extends in a 
straight line, for example, approximately parallel to the inner 
Wall of the trigger area (21). This part (28) of the outer contour 
(17) ends on the ring (20). 

Facing the centre line (5), each trigger lever (16) has tWo 
active Zones. These are an upper contact Zone (18) and a loWer 

contact Zone (19). According to FIG. 7, the upper contact 
Zone (18) is inclined by 45 angle degrees relative to the centre 
line (5). It contacts the catch element (95) on the frustoconical 
outer Wall (97) of the latter. The loWer contact Zone (19) forms 
an angle of approximately one angle degree With the centre 
line (5). According to FIG. 7, this Zone has no contact With the 
tension hooks (62). 

The outer contour parts (27, 28) and the contact Zones (18, 
19) are each, for example, subsidiary surfaces of conical or 
cylindrical jackets. The centre lines of these jackets are con 
gruent With the centre line (5). 

The division of the trigger levers (16) sitting on the ring 
(20) is chosen such that none of the trigger levers (16) can 
move into one of the slits (69) during the triggering proce 
dure. If appropriate, this is also ensured by a particular shap 
ing of the slit (69) or of the trigger levers (16). 

The catch element (95), resting according to FIG. 7 on the 
trigger levers, has a funnel-shaped con?guration. Like the 
trigger slide (82), the catch element (95) is a rotationally 
symmetrical component. It consists of a plate With a central 
catch pin (98). The catch pin (98) engages in the upper area of 
the holloW space (67) located betWeen the tension hooks (62). 
The plate has, on its underside, a support surface (99) With 
Which it bears on the upper ends of the tension hooks (62). 

The safety cap (90), Which closes the upper end of the 
housing (10) and protects the trigger slide (82) from 
unWanted actuation, also has a pot-shaped con?guration. It 
has an almost ?at base (91), Which all the Way round protrudes 
slightly beyond the side Wall of the safety cap (90), such that 
the cap (90) can also be ?ipped aWay by the thumb of the hand 
holding the disposable injectoriin the context of one 
handed operation. ToWards the housing (10), it has a shoulder 
(92), Which ends in a circumferential locking bead (94). By 
means of the shoulder (92), the safety cap (90) sits ?rmly on 
the upper end face of the housing (10). The locking bead (94) 
engages elastically in a groove of the housing (10) in order to 
?x the cap (90) securely and, if appropriate, sealingly on the 
housing (10). 

FIG. 8 shoWs the disposable injector With the safety cap 
(90) removed and With the trigger slide (82) partially actu 
ated, i.e. partially pressed doWn. By means of this partial 
actuation, the upper contact Zone (18) of the trigger levers 
(16) is pressed against the slide surface (84) of the catch 
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element (95), see FIG. 7. The contact Zone (18) slides along 
the slide surface (84) toWards the centre line (5). The indi 
vidual trigger lever (16) in each case pivots about a horiZontal 
axis, Which lies in the area of the respective foot (25) or in the 
area of the ring (20). 
As a result of the movement of the trigger levers (16), the 

catch element (95) is pushed upWards out of the holloW space 
(67). The trigger levers (16) noW lie on the support portions 
(65) of the tension hooks (62). By further depression of the 
trigger slide (82), the loWer contact Zone (19) is pressed 
against the support portion (65). In this Way, the tension hooks 
(62) are bent elastically and/or plastically in the radial direc 
tion toWards the centre line (5). The support portions (65) are 
displaced, sliding on the intermediate base, in the direction of 
the centre line (5). The gap space betWeen the individual 
tension hooks (62) is substantially used up at least in the area 
of the support portions (65), see FIG. 9. As soon as the 
maximum external diameter of the support portions (65) is 
smaller than the diameter of the bore (34), the tension hooks 
(62) can move doWnWards under the effect of the spring 
element (50) and displace the piston (111) by Way of the 
piston slide (76), see FIG. 10. 

FIGS. 12 to 18 shoW a disposable injector variant in Which 
the trigger levers (16) are formed integrally on the housing 
(10) and spring elastically toWards the centre line (5) of the 
disposable injector. The housing (10) is essentially a smooth 
tube With a ?at intermediate base (32) located at the top. A 
central bore (34) for passage of the piston-actuating ram (60) 
is formed in the intermediate base (32). 
The ?xing area (41) for receiving the inser‘table cylinder/ 

piston unit (100) is located in the loWer area of the housing 
(10). The ?xing area (41) is slit longitudinally, for example 
four times, see also FIG. 16. The inner Wall of this area has a 
thread (46) for example. According to FIGS. 10 to 15, the 
?xing area (41) is surrounded by a support sleeve (49) locked 
on the housing (10). 
A cylinder/piston unit (100) is screWed into the thread (46). 

It consists of a cylinder (101) and a piston (111). The cylinder 
(101) is for example a thick-Walled pot, of Which the option 
ally cylindrical outer Wall also has a thread (104) at least in 
some areas. 

The piston-actuating ram (60) sits betWeen the intermedi 
ate base (32) and the cylinder/piston unit (100) in the housing 
(10). All the areas (61, 73, 75, 76) of the piston-actuating ram 
(60) are shoWn at least approximately from FIG. 7. 

Here too, the rear end of the housing (10) is closed by 
means of a safety cap (90). It is substantially comparable to 
the one in FIG. 7. HoWever, the housing is slit several times in 
the trigger area (21), see also FIGS. 16 and 17, such that the 
safety cap (90) is designed extending doWn as far as the 
intermediate base. 

In this embodiment, four broad trigger levers (16), for 
example, are used that are formed integrally on the interme 
diate base (32). The trigger levers (16), see FIG. 17, have 
crescent-shaped cross sections and each have a central hinge 
(22), see FIG. 18. This hinge (22) separates the upper contact 
Zone (18) from the loWer contact Zone (19) and the upper part 
(27) of the outer contour (17) from the loWer part (28) of this 
contour. 

As a bevel at its loWer edge, the trigger slide (82) has a 
broad slide surface (84) Which has the shape of a frustoconical 
jacket surface and Whose cone angle measures approximately 
12 to 16 angle degrees. This slide surface (84) already lies ?at 
on the upper part (27) of the outer contour (17) in the locked 
position (8), see FIG. 18. If the trigger slide (82) is noW 
actuated by pressing it, the upper areas (23) of the trigger 
levers (16) pivot toWards the centre line (5) independently of 
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the lower areas (24) of the trigger levers (16), and, via their 
upper contact Zone (18), they force the catch element (95) 
upwards. The latter springs out of the hollow space (67), see 
FIG. 13. The upper areas (23) of the trigger levers (16) pivot 
relative to the lower areas (24) at the elastic hinges (22). 
Upon a continuous further movement of the trigger slide 

(82), the slide surface (84) slips past the Zone with the hinges 
(22) and now forces the lower areas (24) of the trigger levers 
(16) against the support portions (65) of the tension hooks 
(62), see FIG. 14. In doing so, the lower areas (24) buckle 
elastically or plastically on the intermediate base (32), but 
without tearing off at the intermediate base (32). The support 
portions (65) push the lower contact Zone (19) past the edge 
(36) into the bore (34). The piston-actuating ram (60) shoots 
downwards, see FIG. 15. 

In this variant, the slide surface (84), the contact Zones (18, 
19), the outer contour parts (27, 28) and the outer wall (97) 
can also be spherical surfaces. 

Except for the spring elements (50, 64), the apertured disc 
(39) and the optionally used metal plate (116) of the piston 
(111), all parts of the disposable injector are made of plastics 
or of materials similar to plastic or to rubber. Individual areas 
of plastic subjected to a high degree of loading, for example 
by HertZian surface stress, can be plated with ceramic. 

List of Reference Numerals 
1 injection solution; medicament 
5 centre line of disposable injector 
8 locked position 
10 housing, in one piece 
11 housing interior 
12 housing end face, bottom 
16 trigger lever 
17 outer contour 

18 inner contour, top; contact Zone, top 
19 inner contour, bottom; contact Zone, bottom 
20 ring 
21 trigger area 
22 hinge, ?lm-hinge 
23 area, top 
24 area, bottom 
25 foot 
27 outer contour, upper part 
28 outer contour, lower part 
31 jacket area 
32 intermediate base 
34 opening, bore, recess 
36 housing edge 
37 bearing surface 
39 apertured disc 
41 ?xing area for the cylinder/piston unit 
42 channels, angular 
44 bayonet pin 
46 thread, inner thread 
49 support sleeve 
50 spring element, helical compression spring, spring energy 

reservoir 
60 piston-actuating ram 
61 tension bar 
62 tension hook 
69 envelope surface, bottom 
64 spring element, helical compression spring 
65 support portion 
66 outer contour, envelope surface, top 
67 hollow space between the tension hooks 
68 envelope surface, inner 
69 slits between the tension hooks 
73 ram plate 
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10 
74 grooves 
75 portion, e.g. cylindrical 
76 piston slide 
77 hinge 
80 trigger unit 
82 trigger slide, press-button, triggering component 
83 inner edge 
84 slide surface, area 
86 trigger wedge 
89 recess 

90 safety cap 
91 base 
92 shoulder 
94 locking beads, locking lugs 
95 catch element, plate-shaped 
96 edge 
97 outer wall, frustoconical 
98 catch pin 
99 support surface 
100 cylinder/piston unit 
101 cylinder 
103 end face 
104 thread 
106 bore, noZZle 
107 recess in the end face 
111 piston 
112 annular groove 
114 sealing ring 
116 metal plate, magnetic or magnetiZable 
120 protective ?lm, adhesive seal 
What is claimed is: 
1. A disposable injector comprising: 
a housing (10) in which or on which are arranged, in each 

case at least in some areas, a mechanical spring energy 
reservoir (50), the housing (10) having at least one bear 
ing surface (37), the housing (10) having an intermediate 
base (32) having a central opening (34) therethrough, 

a cylinder and piston unit (100) that can be ?lled at least 
temporarily with active sub stance, the cylinder and pis 
ton unit (100) comprising a piston (111) and a cylinder 
(101), 

a piston-actuating ram (60) and a trigger unit (80) in opera 
tive arrangement with the cylinder and piston unit (1 00), 

the spring energy reservoir (50) includes at least one pre 
tensioned spring element, at least part of the piston 
actuating ram (60) is operatively arranged between the 
spring energy reservoir (50) and the piston (111) of the 
cylinder and piston unit (100), 

the spring-loaded piston-actuating ram (60) includes at 
least one tension bar (61) passing through the central 
opening (34) and transversely movable at least in some 
areas between a locked active substance pre-dispensing 
position and an unlocked active substance dispensing 
position and the at least one tension bar (61) includes a 
support portion (65), at least one bearing surface (37) of 
the housing (10) in supportive relationship with the sup 
port portion (65), the support portion (65) for supporting 
the tensioned spring energy reservoir (50) in the locked 
position, 

the trigger unit (80) includes a trigger slide (82), the inter 
mediate base (32) of the housing (10) in supportive 
relationship with at least one transversely pivotable trig 
ger lever (16), and a catch element (95) for holding the at 
least one tension bar (61) in the locked position, the at 
least one transversely pivotable trigger lever (16) in con 
tacting relationship with the support portion (65) and the 
catch element (95) in the locked position and 
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the trigger slide (82) in operative arrangement With the 
transversely pivotable trigger lever or trigger levers (1 6), 
the trigger slide (82) for displacing transversely 
inwardly the trigger lever or trigger levers (16) by a 
longitudinal sliding movement or pivoting movement of 
the trigger slide (82), the transversely pivotable trigger 
lever or trigger levers (16) for pushing the catch element 
(95) upWardly and for releasing the at least one tension 
bar (61) from the locked position by sliding the support 
portion (65) of each of the at least one tension bar (61) 
from the bearing surface (37), 

Wherein the trigger lever or trigger levers (1 6) each include 
a central elastic hinge (22), an upper area (23) and a 
loWer area (24), the upper area (23) in pivotable relation 
ship With the loWer area (24) at the central elastic hinge 
(22), the upper area (23) for contacting the catch element 
(95) and the loWer area (24) for contacting the support 
portion (65) in the locked position. 

2. The disposable injector according to claim 1, Wherein 
housing (10) has a housing edge (36), each of the at least one 
tension bars (61) forms, together With the support portion 
(65), a tension hook (62) Which, in the locked position, 
engages over the housing edge (3 6). 

3. The disposable injector according to claim 2, Wherein at 
least one bundle of tWo or more tension hooks (62) is arranged 
on the piston-actuating ram (60). 

4. The disposable injector according to claim 2, Wherein 
the catch element (95), that secures the tension hook or ten 
sion hooks (62) in the locked position, is arranged on the 
housing (10) or on the trigger unit (80). 

5. The disposable injector according to claim 1, further 
comprising a ring (20) in the case Where the trigger unit (80) 
comprises several trigger levers (16), the trigger levers (16) 
are operatively arranged on the ring (20), the intermediate 
base (32) in supportive relationship With the ring (20). 

6. The disposable injector according to claim 2, Wherein 
the trigger slide (82) forms a sliding Wedge-type gear com 
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bination With the transversely pivotable trigger lever or trig 
ger levers (16), and, upon a longitudinal movement of the 
trigger slide (82), the catch element (95) necessarily executes 
a movement counter to the aforementioned longitudinal 
movement, While the tension hooks (62) are moved trans 
versely to the centre line (5) of the disposable injector. 

7. The disposable injector according to claim 2, Wherein, in 
a piston-actuating ram (60) With at least tWo tension hooks 
(62), the support portions (65) of the tension hooks (62) lie 
further apart from one another in the non-deformed state than 
they do in the case of a piston-actuating ram (60) ?tted in the 
disposable injector and not triggered. 

8. The disposable injector according to claim 1, Wherein 
the trigger lever or trigger levers (16) are monolithic portions 
the housing (10). 

9. The disposable injector according to claim 2, Wherein 
the catch element (95) is a plate-shaped rotary part With a 
central catch pin (98). 

10. The disposable injector according to claim 9, Wherein 
the catch element (95) has an edge (96) that extends in the 
same direction as the central catch pin (98). 

11. The disposable injector according to claim 10, Wherein 
the edge (96) of the catch element (95) has a frustoconical 
outer Wall (97) Whose theoretical peak lies in front of the 
central catch pin (98). 

12. The disposable injector according to claim 2, Wherein 
the catch element (95) has a funnel-shaped con?guration and 
is a rotationally symmetrical component. 

13. The disposable injector according to claim 12, Wherein 
the catch element (95) includes a central plate portion With a 
central catch pin (98), the central plate portion has, on its 
underside, a support surface (99) bearing on the upper ends of 
the tension hooks (62) in the locked position. 

14. The disposable injector according to claim 1, further 
comprising a safety element (90) including a cap removably 
a?ixed to the housing (10) proximate the upper part thereof. 

* * * * * 


